
Captain Marvel Beanie and Star Pattern  
Updated March 15,  2019 

Please only attempt if your Solid Beanies have been previously approved by your Region Leader. 
YARN: Caron Simply Soft Harvest Red, Royal Blue and Gold OR Yarn Bee Soft Secret Red, Bright 

Blue and Honey – Do not mix brands within the beanie. 
HOOK:  G or H Hook (depending on the thickness of the yarn and the tension in your stitches, you 

may need to adjust your hook size to get the right tension in your stitches.)  
GAUGE: Measure your crown width after R8 (see our Solid Beanie pattern). 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

BEANIE: 
Use one of our Magic Yarn standard beanie patterns and the approved yarns above (do not mix brands).  
~If working in a spiral (our Solid Beanie Pattern), fasten off each color change to ensure rows line up.  
~Not comfortable working in a spiral or fastening off each color change, use our Striped beanie pattern. 
This will create a seam, but ensure the rounds line up nicely for the color change. 
 
R1-11:  CSS Harvest Red  or YBSS Red 
R12-13: CSS Gold   or  YBSS Honey 
R14:  CSS Harvest Red  or  YBSS Red 
R15-16: CSS Gold   or  YBSS Honey 
R17-on: CSS Royal Blue  or  YBSS Bright Blue 

1 HDC in every stitch, continue rounds until beanie is 6.75 – 7 inches Crown to Brim. Add a 
final round of SC. Fasten off and weave in ends. Please ensure your Magic Circle is closed 
and end is woven in securely. 

STAR: 
R1: 10 HDC in an adjustable loop, Slip Stitch to top of 1st HDC (10) 
R2: 2 HDC in each stitch, Slip Stitch to top of 1st HDC (20) 
R3: *Ch 6, starting from 2nd chain from hook, Slip Stitch, SC, HDC, DC, TRC, 

skip 2 stitches (on R2), Slip Stitch into next stitch (on R2),    Ch 4, starting 
from 2nd chain from hook, Slip Stitch, SC, HDC, skip 1 stitch (on R2), Slip 
Stitch into next stitch (on R2)* 
Repeat from * to * 3 more times alternating between Ch 6 and Ch 4                    
points of the star.  

 
 

Check the size of your finished beanie before mailing in: 
 
 

 

Mail completed beanies to your Region Leader with your name sticker (Name, City and State – no street 
addresses) on the inside of each beanie. Region Map: www.themagicyarnproject.com/map/ 

    

Make sure it fits 
comfortably on a 21” 
circumference head  

Crown to Brim Length  
about 6.75 – 7  inches 

Brim Width about 
 9 – 9.5 inches  

 


